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Abstract—Last encounter routing (LER) is an excellent routing paradigm that exploits distributed mobility diffusion to achieve both moving object tracking and packet networking services in dynamic mobile networks. From our observations, we discover that LER can be easily extended to a mobile DHT protocol that introduces excellent performance to high-speed mobility environments. This is of particular interest when higher level of mobility and membership dynamics go hand in hand. In our simple but powerful DHT paradigm, a data publish/look-up process consists of a sequence of spatial motion tracking of the rendezvous node that is responsible for the data resource. Thus, we name the protocol MX-DHT (Motion-MiX-DHT). As opposed to existing topology based DHT schemes, MX-DHT does not require additional management of logical or overlaying look-up topologies, except for the one-hop encounter records of logical meta-data carried by mobile nodes. Therefore, in high-speed mobility and dynamic membership environments, MX-DHT achieves a significant reduction in the communication costs of the publish/look-up and join/leave operations as compared to existing mobile DHT schemes. An extensive set of experiments showed that MX-DHT is a cost-effective solution to providing a content centric networking service in different types of networks with dynamic mobility and membership changes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As content centric networking (CCN) has emerged as an effective solution to the recent traffic explosion problem [1], [2], [3], the distributed hash table (DHT) functionality has now become a significantly more important requirement in the wireless network domain [4], [5]. Especially, because of its autonomous configuration capability [6], mobile DHT can be an attractive CCN framework to offload the concerns of economics, security, and the limited capacity of infrared access. Almost all existing DHT schemes realize publish/look-up rendezvous protocols by uniformly mapping data resources into logical indexing topologies, such as a tree, ring, or coordinate space. In these schemes, node mobility naturally causes a change in the logical indexing topology, which requires communication overheads for topology reconfiguration. Therefore, existing topology-based DHT protocols suffer from a considerable communication burden in high-speed mobility environments.

In our research, we identified that a simple and elegant combination of last encounter routing (LER) [7], [8] and DHT saves us from the large communication burden in high-speed mobility environments. This LER-based mobile DHT leverages mobility assisted milestone sharing to reduce the communication cost required for publish/look-up and membership management. In our approach, none of the nodes is required to manage any logical or network-related topology information, except for the single-hop neighbor lists. Furthermore, each node maintains a memory structure named the extended last encounter table (E-LET) to record the times and locations at which it encounters logical meta-data information carried by mobile nodes. By exploiting these location and time tuples as milestones, the LER-based DHT provides an efficient motion tracking-based publish/look-up service for various types of data resources. While the topology reconfiguration overheads of existing mobile DHT protocols for each member join/leave event are substantial, the LER-based DHT does not need topology-related control traffic. This is because motion tracking-based rendezvous is not influenced by who is the carrier of meta-data. If the motion of logical meta-data can be tracked by its continuous trail over time, we can guarantee successful publish/look-up, regardless of whether the meta-data is involved with a member join/leave event or not. In other words, no explicit notification is required for every member join/leave event provided that motion continuity is preserved. Therefore, in order to ensure the motion continuity of logical meta-data, the LER-based DHT operates such that every member join/leave operation is conducted within the motion-mix zone where different motions meet together. Thus, we named our LER-based DHT solution Motion-MiX DHT, or MX-DHT for short.

Our analytical and experimental evaluations show that MX-DHT achieves excellent communication efficiency and publish/look-up reliability in high-speed mobility and dynamic membership environments. We expect MX-DHT to become a candidate solution for various CCN services in future mobile networks. Our work can be summarized as follows:

- We present mobile DHT usage scenarios and related work (Section 2) and review the LER concept, which particularly exploits node mobility for setting up routing paths in mobile ad hoc networks (Section 3).
- We propose MX-DHT, an LER-based mobile CCN solution that achieves excellent communication efficiency
while maintaining plausible reliability under high-speed mobility and membership dynamics. Especially, the publish/look-up robustness of MX-DHT is also investigated (Section 4).

- We present an analytical assessment to estimate the communication costs of MX-DHT based on the previous probabilistic evaluation framework of LER [9]. Asymptotic costs are also discussed (Section 5).
- Through an extensive set of experiments covering different types of networks and different mobility patterns, we evaluate the performance of MX-DHT in comparison to a variety of related solutions, including proactive and reactive flooding, virtual ring routing, virtual cord protocol, and geographic hash tables (Section 6). Our results clearly demonstrate the outstanding performance of MX-DHT.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Mobile DHT Usage: Scenarios and Model

We consider a distributed storage model where a mobile DHT is used to realize a directory service (or meta-data store) as in conventional DHT usage models for P2P file sharing (i.e., storing resource locations throughout the network). We envision three application scenarios of DHTs for publishing and locating various kinds of data in mobile environments (e.g., dashcam video clips, terrain map data, and location-based services).

- **Sharing sensor data via Internet of vehicles:** Vehicles can share sensed data with one another to provide intelligent driver support services (e.g., situation awareness by sharing dashcam video clips, or disseminating real-time road surface conditions to nearby vehicles) [10]. DHT helps vehicles to efficiently locate and access these kinds of sensed data on a mobile vehicular cloud on an on-demand basis [11].

- **Robust mobile content store for urban warfare:** We envision an urban warfare scenario where a group of mobile nodes (e.g., soldiers and armored vehicles equipped with wireless links) share various kinds of situation awareness data. A decentralized content store allows users to reliably distribute mission critical content among mobile nodes (e.g., terrain map, blueprints). This model is applicable to other information-sharing scenarios such as disaster recovery where cellular infrastructure is not available, perhaps because of a power outage or infrastructure failure.

- **Location based look-up services for opportunistic cooperation:** Mobile DHT can be applied to enable a location-based look-up service that allows mobile users to opportunistically cooperate with a group of other users with the same interest (e.g., receiving special discount coupons). This mechanism can be used to organize location-based crowdsourcing events [6].

Fig. 1 illustrates our storage model where node $n_0$ is a rendezvous node of resources whose logical address is in the range $[5, 10)$. If node $n_1$ has a data resource $c$ to publish, it first calculates the logical address, say 7.3 (e.g., by hashing the uniform resource identifier of $c$), and then publishes the meta-data of $c$ and its physical address to node $n_0$. This phase is referred to as the publish phase. Later, when node $n_2$ wants to access $c$, the node uses the logical address of $c$ to send a query to $n_0$ for obtaining the physical address of the node that owns the data resource $c$; in this case, it is node $n_1$. This phase is referred to as the look-up phase. After obtaining the physical address of $n_1$, $n_2$ proceeds with fetching the data resource $c$ via conventional routing mechanisms.

2.2 Existing Mobile DHT Schemes

We categorize existing mobile DHT schemes into the following four groups:

- **Flooding:** The most naive approach for wireless DHT is flooding [12]. Flooding is divided into two types: proactive and reactive. In proactive flooding, each node periodically floods the advertisement notifying every other node of the logical addresses for which it is responsible. Hence, every node in the network keeps an almost up-to-date logical-physical address mapping table so that the look-up process is identical to conventional routing processes. Reactive flooding is an AODV-like version of a mobile DHT. If a node wants to involve the rendezvous of a specific data resource, it floods the look-up request message all over the network in order to discover the path toward the rendezvous node. When the request message arrives at the rendezvous node, the path is established. According to [12], although flooding is naive and easy to implement, the communication networks become (over-)loaded, as the network size and look-up request rate increase.

- **Overlay concepts:** In some studies, the logical address is expressed as a topological or geographical index. L+ [13] and TRIBE [14] use a hierarchical tree as an indexing topology, where routing proceeds by repeated tree traversal. These schemes are more compact and bandwidth-efficient solutions than naive overlay techniques. Based on L+ and TRIBE, DART [15], EMP [16], and ATR [17] provide improved indexing topology management exploiting tree-balancing and path diversity gain. When geographical forwarding is possible, GHT, which maps data resources to multi-dimensional geographic coordinates, is an excellent alternative [18], [19], [20].

- **DHT-inspired routing:** A more evolved approach is to combine a logical indexing topology with the routing protocol. By this integration, the routing layer naturally provides conventional source-destination communication as well as a publish/look-up service. Caesar et al. proposed VRR [21] as a novel integration of proactive routing and a logical ring space concept so that the DHT operation is well embedded in the routing process. While the conventional proactive routing has $O(N^2)$ ($N$ is the network size) growth of the routing table, VRR reduces it to $O(1)$ by establishing only the paths with a constant number of neighbors on
the ring space topology. Publish/look-up is performed by repeated jumps on the ring space. Scalable source routing (SSR) [22] integrates the ring space concept into dynamic source routing. As in VRR, it adopts incremental traversals on a virtual ring for the look-up process. VRR and SSR show excellent scalability and handle membership dynamics well. However, they still suffer from the path-stretch problem, i.e., they tend to use rather long paths through the network.

**DHT-inspired routing with topology awareness**: In order to solve the path stretch problem, in recent studies physical topology proximities of nodes for logical address assignment were considered. Awad et al. presented VCP [23] using an advanced ring structure called a virtual cord. VCP ensures that, if the two nodes are one-hop neighbors of each other on the virtual cord, they should be also physical one-hop neighbors. Because of this topology awareness, the presence of a virtual cord between two nodes implies their physical adjacency. Hence, by assigning (removing) a virtual cord to (from) appropriate pairs of nodes, VCP provides high-quality DHT topology in terms of path length. Jain et al. proposed VIRO [24], which associates the logical ring space and hierarchical tree so that the node is ordered by location proximity on the ring space. Mesh-DHT [25] and 3D-RP [26] integrate multi-dimensional coordinates into the routing protocol while preserving logical topology awareness. By deploying logical node objects on the multi-dimensional vector space with a similar distance interval, they provide more uniform distribution of data resources, as well as improved path diversity, while managing a reasonable correspondence between physical and logical topology proximity.

Note that despite above advances of mobile DHT, existing approaches cannot effectively deal with high-speed mobility and membership churning, since they still suffer from large overheads for reconfiguring logical indexing topologies triggered by high-speed mobility and frequent join/leave events. Our goal is to design a solution that can effectively mitigate this problem. Unlike existing DHT protocols that explicitly maintain end-to-end paths among logical neighbors for resource publish/lookup, we exploit motion traces to help mobile nodes to locate meta-data by tracking back their encounter histories.

### 3 Review of Last Encounter Routing

We consider a wireless network environment where the node mobility causes continuous changes in the physical network topology. Instead of explicitly maintaining any path, LER exploits on-demand path discovery based on the history records of one-hop encounters. In LER, each node maintains a last encounter table (LET) to record the times and locations at which it encounters every other node in the network. Here, the term encounter means that two nodes are within a one-hop communication range. Thus, the LET can be easily maintained by simply monitoring periodic hello messages exchanged by the layer-2 or 3 protocols.

Fig. 2 shows how two nodes update their LET during an encounter. As \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) move within the geographical area, an encounter can be observed and both nodes update their LET with the (location, time)-tuples for \( n_i \). These encounters can be used as milestones to approximate the movement trail of the other nodes. In other words, the mobility of \( n_i \) is recorded in the network in a distributed manner. This mechanism is referred to as mobility diffusion [7].

The last encounter records distributed by mobility diffusion play the role of milestones for piece-meal-wise path discoveries in an on-demand routing process. Fig. 3 illustrates the routing of a packet from \( n_S \) to \( n_D \). First, \( n_S \) searches its LET, and finds out that it encountered \( n_D \) at point \( p_1 \) at time \( t_S \). Thereafter, it sends the packet toward \( p_1 \). When \( n_1 \), the closest node to \( p_1 \), receives the packet, it locally floods the search message to find a more recent witness of \( n_D \). Then, the new witness \( w_1 \) directs it to the more recent encounter point \( p_2 \), where it meets \( n_D \) at \( t_1 > t_S \). When the packet is delivered to \( n_2 \) near \( p_2 \), \( n_2 \) again starts local flooding so that the \( w_2 \) reports a new milestone to the next tracking point \( p_3 \). Eventually, the local flooding and forwarding are repeated until the packet is routed to \( n_D \).

This is similar to AODV routing [27]. However, there is an important difference. AODV requires network-wide flooding for path discovery, because it uses a single discovery-and-forward strategy. On the other hand, LER takes a piece-meal-wise discovery-and-forward strategy, where not only the source but also several intermediate relays emit a search message to find a relay closer to the destination. Nicely, each intermediate search message is locally flooded to a small area that is in fact sufficient to discover milestones for each next path. In particular, the higher the node mobility, the smaller the local flooding area can be by virtue of the mobility capacity effect, where the encounter-probability of an arbitrary node pair is increased as the node mobility increases [28], [29]. As illustrated in Fig. 4, LER achieves a substantial reduction in communication

---

1. For convenience, our example uses a geographic LER based on (coordinate, time)-milestones. However, LER can also be implemented well with a non-geographic approach using (witness, time)-milestones [8].
costs as compared to AODV because of the incremental path discovery with small area flooding.

By decomposing the single path discovery process into several incremental discovery sub-processes, LER takes a novel advantage of the mobility capacity effect to realize resource-efficient on-demand routing where nodes are moving with high-speed mobility. According to previous studies, the routing path established by LER is asymptotically bound to the optimal [7], [9], [30]. It is recognized as a powerful layer-3 protocol for ubiquitous services in human or vehicular-carried device networks [31], [32], [33]. Moreover, LER is also one possible routing solution for a delay tolerant network (DTN) because it can also reap the benefit of mobility-assisted data delivery. The basic strategy of DTN is known as carry-and-forward where an intermediate relay carries the packet until it encounters the destination. Several works used the incremental search-and-forward strategy of LER in DTN routing to improve end-to-end responsiveness [34], [35], [36].

4 MOTION-MIX-DHT

4.1 Basic Concept: DHT-capable Extension of LER

We augmented LER to support DHT functionality by extending the LET, as depicted in Fig. 5. In the figure, each node has a new single-column table, which stores the logical address interval (LAI) associated with the original LET. The logical address space is the same hash-based ring space as in existing DHTs [21], [22], [23], [24]. That is, the logical address of a data resource is generated by applying the hash function to the identifier of the data resource (e.g., URI). While existing DHT schemes make one-to-one correspondences between nodes and LAIs, in our LER-based DHT each node can take several LAIs, which do not have to be adjacent to each other. In our example, node $n_1$ is responsible for the meta-data whose logical address is within LAI [20, 25] (cf. Fig. 5). In other words, $n_1$ is the rendezvous point for the data resources whose logical address is equal to or greater than 20 and less than 25. Similarly, $n_2$ maintains two address intervals, [45, 50] and [70, 80]. When $n_1$ and $n_2$ encounter each other at location $(x,y)$, each node updates its extended LET (E-LET), as indicated in the figure. In particular, since $n_2$ maintains two LAIs, $n_1$ makes two separate associations of the $(n_2, (x,y), 20)$ tuple, with [45, 50] and [70, 80], in its E-LET. Accordingly, in this extended LER, the node diffuses the mobility of LAIs for which it is responsible, as well as its own mobility. To implement such an augmented diffusion, we have only to add an LAI indication field to the hello message exchanged between one-hop neighbor nodes.\footnote{Similar to the previous section, we assume that MX-DHT uses (LAI, coordinate, time)-milestones in order to adopt the geographic forwarding [7], [37]. Of course, MX-DHT can be also easily extended from non-geographic LER [8]. In such an extension, we need to use (LAI, witness, time)-milestones.}

The look-up (publish) of DHT-capable LER is similar to the routing of the original LER.\footnote{In MX-DHT, the publish and look-up processes are conceptually same as each other; a message exchange between data owner (or customer) and rendezvous. Therefore, we only explain the look-up process throughout this section for simplicity.} Fig. 6 illustrates an example of a data look-up where node $n_S$ wants to look-up the data resource whose logical address is 59. Initially, $n_S$ searches its E-LET, and then, finds the record that gives the information that it encountered the LAI [55, 65] carried by $n_2$ at location $p_1$ at time $t_1$. Then, $n_S$ sends the look-up request message toward $p_1$. When the request message arrives at $n_1$, which is the node closest to $p_1$, $n_1$ starts local flood searching to query more recent witness nodes for the logical address 59. $w_1$ reports it encountered [55, 65] at $p_2$ at $t_2$. Thereafter, the request message is forwarded toward $p_2$ so that it is delivered to $n_2$. Upon receiving the message, $n_2$ also performs local flood searching, and then, discovers the next tracking point $p_3$ reported by $w_2$. As this piece-meal-wise path discovery and forwarding is repeated, the look-up request message approaches $n_D$, the rendezvous place of the targeted data resource. The complete algorithm for the data look-up protocol of DHT-capable LER is described in the form of pseudo-code in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Data look-up protocol

Notations:
- \( t_C \): current time,
- \( n_S \): source node.
- \( c \): the logical address of the data resource \( n_S \) wants to access.
- \( m \): the content request message starting from \( n_S \).
- \( (p_{(\alpha, \beta)}, n, t_{(\alpha, \beta)}, n) \): the tuple of location and time at which the node \( n \) last encountered the LAI \( [\alpha, \beta] \).

1. \( n = n_S \).
2. \( (p, t) = (p_{(\alpha, \beta)}, n_S, t_{(\alpha, \beta)}, n_S) \) such that \( \alpha \leq c < \beta \).
3. Forward \( m \) to \( p \).
4. \( n = \) the node where \( m \) is reached by forwarding.
5. While \( n \) is not responsible for \( c \) do
6. Search more recent witness node of \( c \) by local flooding.
7. Let \( W \) be the set of witness node \( w \) such that \( t_{(\alpha, \beta)}, w \leq t_{(\alpha, \beta)}, w \) and \( \alpha \leq c < \beta, w \).
8. If \( W \neq \phi \) then
9. \( (p, t) = (p_{(\alpha, \beta), w}, t_{(\alpha, \beta), w}) \) such that
10. \( \arg \min_{w \in W} t_C - t_{(\alpha, \beta), w} \).
11. Else
12. Search wider flood area until \( W \) is not empty.
14. End if
15. Forward \( m \) to \( p \).
16. \( n = \) the node to which \( m \) is delivered by forwarding.
17. End while

The routing feasibility of LER strongly depends on whether the witness nodes provide encounter points that are not continuous but sufficiently close to each other. Provided that this approximate motion continuity is satisfied, LER is effective, because the motion of each node is well approximated with sufficient accuracy. In other words, LER exploits the sequence of encounter reports to approximate the continuous motion of the destination. A comparison of Figs. 3 and 6 shows that this property is well inherited by the DHT-capable extension. The only difference is that the data look-up tracks the motion of the LAIs, as well as the node. This means that the feasibility of the original LER implies the feasibility of DHT-capable LER.

4.2 Membership Management Protocols

In a DHT network, LAIs of data resources are distributed throughout the network. The membership management protocol is necessary for re-assigning LAIs for each node join/leave event. Almost all conventional DHT protocols require that the joining (leaving) node receive (give) the LAI information from (to) its neighbor (predecessor or successor) node on the logical indexing topology. In other words, for every join/leave event, the donor or recipient of the LAI should be a neighbor on the logical ring or coordinate spaces. To maintain the logical topologies, existing DHT approaches pay significant management overheads, in particular in dynamic membership and high mobility scenarios.

In contrast, our MX-DHT is no longer tied to these logical indexing topologies. Instead, it passively records the approximate motions of nodes and their LAIs that virtually float on the geographic map. In our LER-based DHT, for each join/leave event, a donor (recipient) node is selected from the physical one-hop neighbors of the joining (leaving) node. This is to maintain approximate motion continuity, which is important for the data look-up feasibility. If the LAI transfer is conducted within the one-hop communication range, the approximate motion continuity of the transferred LAI is not broken. Here, when node \( n_1 \) transfers the LAI \( [\alpha_1, \beta_1] \) to its physical one-hop neighbor \( n_2 \), which originally has the LAI \( [\alpha_2, \beta_2] \) at time \( t \), their motions are merged to a single motion so after that both the LAIs move on the same trail. This feature is referred to as the motion-mix property [38]. For this reason, for each membership change joining or leaving nodes select any node as a donor or recipient for the LAI relocation within from the so-called motion-mix zone, i.e., one-hop communication range, or encounter zone. Therefore, we call our scheme Motion-Mix-DHT. In MX-DHT, since every membership management operation consists of simply passing LAI information from a donor to a recipient within the motion-mix zone, no further control and notification are required.

**Node Join Protocol:** When a new node joins the network, the joining node monitors the hello or messages exchanged by the physical neighbor nodes within the motion-mix zone, i.e., the one-hop communication range. Then, it sends a join request message to the neighbor node that has the largest amount of LAIs. The joining node becomes the LAI recipient, and the node receiving the join request message becomes the LAI donor. The donor transfers a part of its LAIs to the joining node. If it has a single LAI, the LAI is divided into two fragments, and then, one of these is given to the joining node. Fig. 7a shows an example of the node join operation. The joining node receives the LAI \( [50, 53] \) from the donor node. Note that LAI \( [50, 53] \) maintains approximate motion continuity.

**Node Leave Protocol:** When an existing node leaves the network, it sends the leave request message to the node that has the smallest amount of LAIs among those within the motion-mix zone. In this case, unlike in the join operation, the leaving node becomes the LAI donor and the recipient takes the LAIs from the donor. Fig. 7b shows an example of the node leave protocol.
4.3 Look-up Robustness under LAI–Node Inconsistency

In conventional DHT schemes, when a membership change occurs, the system has to notify this change to the neighbors on the logical address space. This is because the join/leave event changes the correspondence LAI–node, which has to be consistently identified for accurate data look-up. Furthermore, the signaling overheads become large if the physical path distance between two logical neighbors is stretched. Now, MX-DHT does not have to notify any other node of this change, except for the LAI donor and recipient. Even if the LAI–node consistency is destroyed temporarily, it is automatically fixed during the data look-up process, provided that the trail of the relocated LAI maintains approximate motion continuity.

Fig. 8 illustrates the manner in which the data look-up remains still effective under the LAI–node inconsistency. In the figure, the source node \( n_S \) wants to look-up the data resource whose logical address is 47. Initially, \( n_S \) searches its E-LET and then finds out that it encountered the LAI [45, 51) carried by \( n_1 \) at location \( p_1 \) and time \( t_1 \). However, the current rendezvous of [45, 51) is node \( n_D \), because \( n_1 \) leaves the network between time \( t_2 \) and \( t_3 \). That is, \( n_S \) does not know about this change of LAI–node correspondence. Anyhow, \( n_S \) sends the look-up request message toward \( p_1 \). When the request message arrives at node \( n_1 \) at around \( p_1 \), \( n_1 \) performs local flood searching and then obtains the next tracking point \( p_2 \) from witness \( w_1 \). The message is then delivered to \( n_2 \) at around \( p_2 \). When \( n_2 \) performs local flood searching, it receives the report from \( w_2 \), which encountered \( n_D \), the new carrier of [45, 51), at \( p_4 \) at \( t_4 \). Hereafter, the LAI–node correspondence is automatically updated, and the look-up proceeds well according to the motion of [45, 51] diffused by \( n_D \). The motion of LAI [45, 51] follows the motion of \( n_1 \) until the node leaves, and thereafter, follows the motion of \( n_D \). This example shows that LAI–node inconsistency does not damage the look-up process. The inconsistency is even automatically corrected as the look-up proceeds.

For every membership change, provided that the LAI transfer is performed within the motion-mix zone, the approximate motion continuity of the relocated LAI is maintained so that the look-up remains effective. Consequently, the look-up process of MX-DHT is influenced not by the membership change itself, but by whether the motion of the rendezvous for the data resource is tracked well or not.

**Theorem 1.** In an MX-DHT network, if the meta-information of a data resource is relocated because of a join or leave operation, data look-up is still possible without additional notification.

**Sketch of Proof** This can be proved in two steps. The first step is to define a look-up process model to generalize the example in Fig. 6. The second step is to construct another look-up process model to generalize the example in Fig. 8 by inserting into the first model some additional assumptions about LAI transfer. By showing that the look-up processes and costs of the two models are exactly same, we can validate our claim. Rather than a full proof, we present only a sketch of the proof to show the rationale behind it.

**Step 1. Basic Model Construction:** Suppose a node \( n_S \) wants to look-up the resource whose logical address is \( \gamma \) and its meta-data is carried by node \( n_D \), which moves along the trajectory \( f \); further, assume \( n_D \) maintains [\( \alpha_0, \beta_0 \) (\( \alpha_0 \leq \gamma < \beta_0 \)). According to the look-up protocol of MX-DHT, the look-up message must be delivered to \( n_D \) by repeating the searching-and-forward process \( k \) times (\( k \geq 0 \)). Here, let us denote the retransmission and witnesses that are related to local flood searching by \( R = \{r_1, r_2, ..., r_k\} \) and \( W = \{w_1, w_2, ..., w_k\} \), respectively. From the above formulation, we can express the look-up cost of MX-DHT as

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{n} c(r_i, w_i) + d(n_S, r_1) + \sum_{i=1}^{k-1} d(r_i, r_{i+1}) + d(r_k, n_D). \tag{1}
\]

where \( c(r, w) \) is the cost required to discover the witness \( w \) through local flood searching from \( r \), and \( d(r_i, r_j) \) is the cost required to forward a look-up message from \( r_i \) to \( r_j \) (where \( r_i \neq r_j \)).

**Step 2. Modified Model Construction and Comparison:** The second model generalizes the situation where the look-up begins with LAI–node inconsistency. Let us add to the basic model a new assumption that the content \( \gamma \) is relocated \( l \) times at locations \( T = \{t_1, t_2, ..., t_l\} \) (w.l.o.g. \( l \leq k \)). The other assumptions are the same as in the basic model. Here, provided that \( f \) is still the same as in the basic model, it is obvious that relocations of \( \gamma \) at \( \tau (\in T) \) do not change \( W \) and \( R \), and thus, Eq. (1) yields the same results as in the basic model. Therefore, we can see that the look-up process and cost remain the same as those of the basic model. 

In conventional DHT schemes, the more dynamic the membership, the more control messages are required. With high-speed mobility, in particular, such overheads may be heavier because of frequent calibration of logical indexing topologies. In contrast, MX-DHT is absolutely free of such burdens. By virtue of this salient advantage, MX-DHT outperforms existing mobile DHT schemes in terms of communication costs under dynamic membership and high-speed mobility environments.

5 **Analytical Performance of MX-DHT**

In this section, we analytically assess the communication costs of MX-DHT. Since the publish/look-up of MX-DHT is an operation naturally inherited from the end-to-end communication of LER, we extend the previous analytical...
study on LER for assessing the communication cost of MX-DHT. Based on the probabilistic analysis of LER proposed in [9], we approximate the number of message transmissions per unit time required for (a) publish/look-up and (b) management operations of MX-DHT.

5.1 Preliminaries

We define mathematical terms and present some preliminary results for our analytical evaluation. For the convenience of reference, we use the same notations as in [9] whenever possible.

1. \(x_m, x_n\): \(x_m (x_n)\) is the set of nodes that have \(m\)-hops (n-hops) shortest path (SPT) distance from the destination in the publish/look-up process of MX-DHT (as in the routing process of LER). In Fig. 9, \(n_S, n_1, n_2, n_3\) are the anchor nodes that perform local flood searching for each discovery-and-forward step. Their SPT distances from \(n_D\) are 12-hops, 8-hops, 5-hops, and 3-hops, respectively. We can see \(n_S \in x_{12}, n_1 \in x_8, n_2 \in x_5, \) and \(n_2 \in x_3\).

2. \(p(x_m, x_n)\): The probability that an anchor node \(n_\alpha \in x_m\) determines the next anchor node as \(n_\beta \in x_n\) by local flood searching during an arbitrary publish/look-up process. In Fig. 9, for example, the consecutive anchor point pairs \((n_2, n_1), (n_1, n_2), (n_2, n_3), (n_3, n_D)\) are the samples corresponding to \(p(x_{12}, x_8), p(x_8, x_5), p(x_5, x_3),\) and \(p(x_3, x_0)\), respectively.

3. \(d(x_m, x_n)\): The average hop count distance between two consecutive anchor nodes \(n_\alpha\) and \(n_\beta \in x_m, n_\beta \in x_n\) that the packet is forwarded during the publish/look-up. In Fig. 9, the forwarding distances between anchor nodes are 5, 4, 5, and 3. These are the samples for calculating \(d(x_{12}, x_8), d(x_8, x_5), d(x_5, x_3),\) and \(d(x_3, x_0)\).

4. \(\tau(x_m, x_n)\): The average local flood searching cost where an anchor node \(n_\alpha \in x_m\) finds out the milestone toward the next anchor node as \(n_\beta \in x_n\) during an arbitrary publish/look-up process. In Fig. 9, 0, 18, and 12 are the samples for calculating \(\tau(x_{12}, x_8), \tau(x_8, x_5), \tau(x_5, x_3),\) and \(\tau(x_3, x_0)\). Note that first local flood searching cost is 0 in the example because the source node sends the message to the point where its local E-LET directs at the beginning of publish or look-up. On the other hand, second local flood searching cost 18 (= 15 + 3): 15 nodes participate the flood searching, and the milestone report from \(w_1\) is delivered to \(n_1\) via 3-hop transmissions.

5. \(p_l(x_m)\): The probability that the SPT distance from source to destination of an arbitrary publish/look-up is \(m\). The example in Fig. 9 shows an event corresponding to \(p_l(x_{12})\).

6. \(\mathcal{PL}(x_m)\): The average path distance a message is forwarded during the publish/look-up, where the SPT distance between the source and destination is \(m\).

\[\mathcal{SC}(x_m)\]: The average cost of local flood searching during the publish/look-up, where the SPT distance between the source and destination is \(m\).

According to [9], \(\mathcal{PL}(x_m)\) and \(\mathcal{SC}(x_m)\) can be expressed as the following recursive equations:

\[
\mathcal{PL}(x_m) = \sum_{n=1}^{D-1} \frac{d(x_m, x_n)p(x_m, x_n)}{1 - p(x_m, x_m) - \sum_{n=1}^{D-1} \frac{d(x_m, x_n)}{2^{n-1} \cdot \mathcal{PL}(x_n)}} \cdot p(x_m, x_m) = 1, \mathcal{PL}(x_0) = 0. \tag{2}
\]

\[
\mathcal{SC}(x_m) = \sum_{n=1}^{D-1} \frac{\tau(x_m, x_n)p(x_m, x_n)}{1 - p(x_m, x_m) - \sum_{n=1}^{D-1} \frac{\tau(x_m, x_n)}{2^{n-1} \cdot \mathcal{SC}(x_n)}} \cdot p(x_m, x_m) = 1, \mathcal{SC}(x_0) = 0. \tag{3}
\]

Where \(D\) is the network diameter. \(p(x_m, x_n), d(x_m, x_n), \tau(x_m, x_n),\) and \(p_l(x_m)\) are discrete histogram functions that are computed by a pre-evaluation called age gradient tree (AGT) analysis when a target mobility trace is given. For more details about Eq. (2), (3), and AGT analysis, please refer to [9].

5.2 Publish/look-up Cost

We derive the mean publish/look-up cost from \(p_l(x_m), \mathcal{PL}(x_m),\) and \(\mathcal{SC}(x_m)\). The publish or look-up of MX-DHT consists of a request and response phase: (a) the request message is routed from the source node to the rendezvous node that is responsible for the targeted data resource; and (b) the response message is delivered from the rendezvous node to the source. If the SPT distance between the source and rendezvous node is \(m\), the forwarding cost is proportional to \(2 \cdot \mathcal{PL}(x_m)\). The local flood searching cost required to route the request message is proportional to \(\mathcal{SC}(x_m)\). Same as AODV and LER, the response message can be forwarded in reverse along the path of the request message. This is because the publish or look-up process can be completed within a relatively short time (generally, order of ten milliseconds). Hence, local flooding is not required for the response phase. Therefore, by averaging \(2 \cdot \mathcal{PL}(x_m) + \mathcal{SC}(x_m)\) with \(m\), the approximated mean publish/look-up cost of MX-DHT is computed as

\[
C_{PL} = \lambda_d \cdot \sum_{m=1}^{D} [2 \cdot \mathcal{PL}(x_m) + \gamma_s \cdot \mathcal{SC}(x_m)] \cdot p_l(x_m) \tag{4}
\]

Where \(D\) is the network diameter, \(\lambda_d\) denotes the publish/look-up request rate of the network, and \(\gamma_s\) denotes the message size of the local flood searching message normalized by the size of the publish/look-up request message.

5.3 Management Cost

The mean management cost consists of two components. The first component is the hello messaging cost involved in advertising a local LAI set to one-hop neighbors. The second component is the cost required for join and leave operations.
It is trivial that they are determined by the hello message interval \( \mu_h \), and join (leave) rate \( \lambda_j \) (\( \lambda_l \)). Hence, we express the management cost as

\[
C_M = \frac{N}{\mu_h} \cdot \gamma_h + \lambda_j \cdot \gamma_j + \lambda_l \cdot \gamma_l
\]  

(5)

where \( N \) is the number of nodes in the network and \( \gamma_h, \gamma_j, \) and \( \gamma_l \) are the message sizes of the hello, join, and leave protocol, respectively, normalized by the size of the publish/look-up message. In particular, if the network size is stable in the steady state, \( \lambda_j = \lambda_l \). Thereby, Eq. (5) becomes

\[
C_M = \frac{N}{\mu_h} \cdot \gamma_h + \lambda_j \cdot (\gamma_j + \gamma_l).
\]

5.4 Overall Communication Cost

The mean overall communication cost of MX-DHT is the sum of the publish/look-up and management costs:

\[
C_T = C_{PL} + C_M.
\]  

(6)

5.5 Discussion of Asymptotic Costs

Besides the above probabilistic modeling, it is possible to perform an asymptotic cost analysis of the key operations (i.e., publish, look-up, and management) of different approaches to show the comparative benefit of MX-DHT. We can use an existing asymptotic cost model [12], where there are \( N \) nodes with the radio range \( r = \Theta(\sqrt{\log N/N}) \), and their average velocity is proportional to the radio range. [12] showed that the expected hop length is given as \( \Theta(1/r) = \Theta(\sqrt{N/\log N}) \), and [39] showed the flooding costs to be \( \Theta(1/r^2) = \Theta(N/\log N) \).

Flooding: Proactive and reactive flooding require network wide broadcast (\( = \Theta(N/\log N) \)) for publish and look-up, respectively. In contrast, proactive and reactive flooding do not incur any cost for look-up and publish, respectively.

VRR: Each node must maintain paths to its logical successor and predecessor nodes, and thus, its management cost is \( \Theta(\sqrt{N/\log N}) \). For publish and look-up, because VRR incurs hop stretch of \( \Theta(\log N) \), the cost increases to \( \Theta(\sqrt{N/\log N}) \) [40].

VCP: Due to the topology-awareness, two logical neighbors are also physical neighbors to each other. Hence, the management cost is \( \Theta(1) \). The cost of publish/look-up is bound to the average hop length (\( = \Theta(\sqrt{N/\log N}) \)) [23].

MX-DHT: Management only involves single-hop broadcasts with a cost of \( \Theta(1) \). Publish and look-up require the cost of the average hop length, i.e., \( \Theta(\sqrt{N/\log N}) \). This is because the cost of local flooding is insignificant compared to the average hop length as proved in [7].

MX-DHT requires management cost that is an order of magnitude lower compared to that of floodings and VRR. It exhibits asymptotic costs similar to that of VCP. However, as we will see in the next section, MX-DHT provides much better service reliability compared to VCP in dynamic mobility environments.

6 Simulation Results

We conducted an extensive set of simulations to evaluate the effect of the data publish/look-up rate, membership dynamics, and mobility on the performance of MX-DHT.

### Table 1: Default Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node number (N)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network area size</td>
<td>700m x 700m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data publish/look-up rate (( \lambda_j ))</td>
<td>50 requests/minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member join/leave rate (( \lambda_l ))</td>
<td>50 members/minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hello message interval (( \mu_h ))</td>
<td>1 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission power</td>
<td>20mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver sensitivity</td>
<td>-85dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass loss exponent</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility model</td>
<td>Random waypoint model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node velocity</td>
<td>20 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Simulation Setup

We used the OMNeT++ simulator and inet-2.1.0 framework that support various packet networking simulations, such as the TCP/IP suite and IEEE 802 technologies [41]. We considered IEEE 802.11b in ad hoc mode at 11Mbps on the MAC-PHY. The receiver sensitivity and pass loss exponent were calibrated to set a communication range of 125m.

We implemented MX-DHT and five existing mobile DHT schemes: proactive flooding, reactive flooding, GHT, VRR, and VCP. We chose floodings to show an excessive communication burden of network-wide broadcast. GHT, VRR, and VCP were selected as representatives of overlay on wireless, DHT-inspired routing, and topology awareness DHT-inspired routing, respectively (see Section 2.2). To provide a better understanding of the simulation results, we note some details of each protocol’s implementation.

**MX-DHT**: It was implemented as described in Section 4. During the motion tracking process, we used 2-hop flooding for witness search. If the search fails, 4-hop, 8-hop, and 16-hop floodings are repeated again until a next milestone was reported. If 16-hop search fails, the packet is dropped.

**Proactive flooding**: Each node floods an LAI advertisement message every 4s. (We originally used 1s. However, because the layer-2 buffer grows rapidly in simulations, we used 4s instead.) Upon receiving an advertisement, each node records the received LAI—node correspondence in the local resolution table, and thus, a look-up request is directly routed by the underlying routing protocol. As in MX-DHT, when a node joins (leaves) the network, one of its physical neighbors is selected as an LAI donor (recipient).

**Reactive flooding**: For every look-up, the request packet is flooded throughout the network. It can be seen as an AODV-like version of mobile DHT. The membership change operations are the same as in proactive flooding.

**GHT**: We divided the network area into 4 x 4 geographic clusters. One-to-one correspondence is made between the 16 clusters and 16 LAIs of which the logical address space consisted. The logical address is locally resolved by a geographic hash function, and thus, a publish/look-up request message is directly routed by the underlying routing protocol. It does not need join (leave) operations. Instead, nodes in a same cluster have to synchronize the LAI information. We had each node conduct in-cluster flooding every 1s.

**VRR**: It establishes end-to-end connection for every c-hop neighbor pair over the virtual ring. We set \( c = 2 \) in our simulations. For example, assume nodes \( n_7, n_9, n_{10}, n_{14}, \) ...
and \( n_{17} \) are ordered on the virtual ring. Node \( n_{10} \) keeps the end-to-end connections to \( n_7, n_9, n_{14}, \) and \( n_{17} \). It has \([10, 14]\) as its LAI. When a new node \( n_{11} \) joins the network, node 10 establishes the connection to the joining node and breaks the connection to \( n_{17} \). LAI \([11, 14]\) is transferred from \( n_{10} \) to \( n_{11} \). Recall that virtual neighbors can be far away from each other in the underlying network.

**VCP:** The publish/look-up and LAI management policy is the same as in VRR. One of the most important differences is that VCP reflects physical node proximities for the virtual address assignment.

Commonly, in every protocol implementation each node broadcasts a one-hop hello message every 1s (with random jitters to prevent synchronization). We set the TTL (Time-To-Live) of a message as 32 hops. Floodings and GHT adopt greedy perimeter stateless routing (GPSR) as their underlying routing protocol \([37]\). All measurements were conducted within layer-3 components to capture only the behaviors of mobile DHT implementations. Unless otherwise mentioned, we followed the default settings listed in Table 1.

### 6.2 Validation of Analytical Model

In this subsection, we validate the analytical communication costs of MX-DHT using the simulation results. In other words, Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) are examined in terms of estimation accuracy.

First, the publish/look-up cost is validated. For the default mobility setting (random waypoint with 20 m/s), we computed \( d(x_m, x_n) \), \( \tau(x_m, x_n) \), and \( p_l(x_m) \) by using the AGT analysis described in \([9]\). We compared the analytical results of Eq. (4) with the simulation results by varying the publish/look-up rate \( \lambda_d \) from 10 to 200 requests/minute. Considering the packet formats in the simulations, we set \( \gamma_s = 1.0345 \). Fig. 10a shows the results. As expected, the mean publish/look-up cost increases with respect to \( \lambda_d \). We see that Eq. (4) achieves excellent estimation accuracy. For example, when \( \lambda_d = 50 \) requests/minute, the difference between the analytical and simulation result is only 1.58% (normalized by the simulation result).

We validate the mean management cost with various join/leave rates: \( \lambda_j = \lambda_l = 10, 20, 50, 100, \) and 200 members/minute. As in Table 1, \( N = 200 \) and \( \mu_h = 1s \). We set \( \gamma_h = 0.9138, \gamma_j = 1.8621, \) and \( \gamma_l = 1.3103 \) based on the packet formats in the simulations. Fig. 10b shows the results. In both the analytical and simulation results, the management cost slowly increases as the join/leave rate increases. This is because the cost of hello message transmission dominates the cost of join/leave operations. In short, \( \frac{N}{\mu_h} \cdot \gamma_h \gg \lambda_j \cdot \gamma_j + \lambda_l \cdot \gamma_l \) in Eq. (5). For instance, the cost of a join/leave operation is only 2.81% of the management cost when \( \lambda_j = 50 \) members/minute. As we discuss below, this is a salient feature of MX-DHT compared to other existing mobile DHTs that pay a significant cost for join/leave operations. The estimation accuracy is also good. For every \( \lambda_j, \) the difference between the analytical and simulation results is less than 4.5%.

Finally, we validate the mean overall communication cost while the mean node velocity \( v \) is increased from 10m/s to 50m/s in increments of 10m/s. Fig. 10c illustrates the results. For every node velocity, the estimation difference is within \( \pm 3\% \). This excellent estimation accuracy is natural considering that the estimates of publish/look-up and management costs are sufficiently accurate (see Eq. (6)). We can see that the mean overall communication cost of MX-DHT is slightly increased with respect to \( v \) if \( \lambda_j \) and \( \lambda_d \) are fixed. In Eq. (4), the terms \( PC(x_m) \) and \( SC(x_m) \) are mainly influenced by the node mobility pattern; however, the effect of velocity is not significant. Furthermore, Eq. (5) is independent of node velocity. This is in agreement with the study of \([9]\), which revealed that the routing cost of LER is not sensitive to node velocity.

### 6.3 Impact of Join/Leave Rate

Existing mobile DHT protocols pay a significant communication cost to maintain consistent LAI–node correspondence for membership changes. In addition, the higher the membership dynamic, the lower the link availability, and thus, the publish/look-up reliability can also decrease. In terms of communication cost and service reliability, we now evaluate the extent to which MX-DHT outperforms the existing mobile DHTs under membership dynamics. To investigate the effect of the join/leave rate on the total communication cost and publish/look-up success ratio, we varied the join/leave rate \( \lambda_j \): 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200 members/minute.

Fig. 11a shows the total communication costs of MX-DHT and the existing mobile DHT with varying \( \lambda_j \). As expected, MX-DHT achieves much better communication efficiency than the other schemes. For example, at a join/leave rate of 50 members/minute, the communication cost of VCP, reactive flooding, VRR, GHT, and proactive flooding is 170%, 188%, 290%, 371%, and 456%, respectively, of that
of MX-DHT. As we explain in Section 4.2, MX-DHT does not require any signaling overhead, except for the transfer of LAI information within a motion-mix zone, i.e., the one-hop communication range. Therefore, the cost of hello messaging dominates the cost of join/leave operations, and thus, the total communication cost increases very slowly with respect to \( \lambda_j \). Like MX-DHT, reactive flooding also uses only one-hop signaling for each join/leave event, and thus, it has somewhat good communication efficiency. The most part of the communication cost is spent on the network-wide broadcast for look-up operations. Recall that we used \( \lambda_d = 50 \) requests/minute as the default in our simulations. GHT and proactive flooding generate a significant amount of communications because of their network-wide and in-cluster advertisements. For proactive flooding, note that we used an advertisement interval of 4s because of experimental feasibility. It is clear that a shorter advertisement interval results in an explosive increase in communication cost. For VRR and VCP, an interesting result is that the communication cost does not seem to be influenced by the increase in the join/leave rate. This is because we consider a default node mobility with \( v = 20 \text{m/s} \). In fact, both membership dynamics and node mobility cause frequent changes in the virtual topology, and thus, the communication cost increases. However, if they appear together, their impact is partially cancelled out. In other words, if node mobility already exists in the network, the communication cost is significantly less sensitive to an increase in the join/leave rate. The opposite situation also holds true.

We plot the publish/look-up success ratios of MX-DHT and other mobile DHTs in Fig. 11b. For every protocol, as the join/leave rate increases, the success ratio gradually decreases. Reactive flooding and GHT achieve a success ratio between 88% and 92% by virtue of the network-wide and in-cluster flooding. Proactive flooding degraded the performance a little (72% ~ 78%), because we set an advertisement interval of 4s for the sake of experimental feasibility. A shorter interval will result in a success ratio comparable to that of reactive flooding. VRR and VCP have a significantly more degraded success ratio (45% ~ 55%), because they experience frequent path disconnection of the virtual topology, although the physical topology is still connected. In the case of MX-DHT, as the join/leave rate increases, the accuracy of the encounter records decreases, and thus, the success ratio is degraded a little; however, it still retains a plausible reliability between 79% and 88%.

### 6.4 Impact of Publish/look-up Rate

To investigate the effect of the publish/look-up rate, we measured the total communication costs of MX-DHT and existing mobile DHT schemes by varying the publish/look-up rate: \( \lambda_d = 10, 20, 50, 100, \) and 200 requests/minute. Fig. 11c illustrates the results. As we expected, the communication cost increases linearly with respect to the publish/look-up rate. An examination of the increasing rate shows that proactive flooding, VCP, GHT, MX-DHT, VRR, and reactive flooding require on average 1.753, 1.874, 2.202, 4.316, 5.130, and 12.967 KB/request, respectively, for each publish or look-up process. This suggests that reactive flooding, MX-DHT, and VRR require more look-up costs because they adopt an in-network path discovery strategy. Conversely, proactive flooding and GHT require only a forwarding cost, since path discovery is locally completed before the request packet departs. However, their underlying overhead for LAI advertisement or synchronization is significant, and thus, their total communication costs are still burdensome. Although VCP uses in-network path discovery similarly to VRR, it requires almost no overhead for path discovery, exploiting the benefit of topology-aware DHT routing. Nonetheless, it has to bear frequent path failure of the virtual topology due to the mobility dynamics. Thus, it experiences a success ratio of around 50% (see Fig. 11b). The results in Fig. 11 show that MX-DHT succeeds in reducing the communication cost significantly, while still retaining plausible reliability.

### 6.5 Behavior under Synthetic Mobility

In this subsection, we discuss the influence of the node mobility pattern and velocity on the behavior of MX-DHT and other mobile DHT schemes. We consider two synthetic mobility: the random waypoint and Manhattan models. For each of the mobility models, we measured the total communication cost and publish/look-up success ratio of MX-DHT and the others, while increasing the node velocity \( v \) from 10m/s to 50m/s in increments of 10m/s. Each mobility was generated by MobiSim, an open synthetic mobility simulator [42].

**Random waypoint**: Fig. 12a shows the effect on the publish/look-up reliability when we increase the node velocity \( v \) from 10 to 50m/s. In DHT-inspired routing approaches, such as VRR and VCP, the virtual topology is frequently disconnected as the node velocity increases. Therefore, the publish/look-up ratio significantly decreases.
Reactive flooding, GHT, and MX-DHT succeed in retaining an acceptable level of reliability (74% ~ 94%). Proactive flooding has exceptionally lower results than expected. Recall that we used a LAI advertisement interval of 4s. It would be better if the advertisement interval were shorter. If we consider that reactive flooding has a practical maximum of the success ratio (it uses network-wide broadcast for data look-up), MX-DHT achieves a bound result near to the maximum. For example, a success ratio of 94.09% versus the maximum at $v = 30\text{m/s}$.

Fig. 12d shows the results for the total communication cost. The total communication cost is significantly less influenced by the increase in node velocity. This is because the membership dynamics also appears with $\lambda_j = 50$ members/minute as the default setting. Recall that the effects of the membership and mobility dynamics on the communication cost are counterbalanced, as shown in Section 6.3. The figure shows that MX-DHT has better communication efficiency than the other mobile DHTs. For example, at $v = 50\text{m/s}$, the communication cost of VCP, reactive flooding, VRR, GHT, and proactive flooding is 156%, 183%, 285%, 359%, and 419%, respectively, of that of MX-DHT.

6.6 Behavior under Urban Vehicular Mobility

In the real world, user mobility is influenced by various factors, such as traffic regulations and the level of crowd-edeness in the street. Therefore, we examined the behavior of MX-DHT and other mobile DHT schemes in the urban vehicular mobility model. To generate vehicular mobility, we used SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility), a road traffic simulation suite [43], [44]. We employed real world geographic data of the town of Galmi in the vicinity of KAIST, Daejeon, South Korea from the OpenStreetMap: http://www.openstreetmap.org/.

We find that MX-DHT succeeds in balancing the trade-off between the reliability and communication efficiency where the membership and mobility dynamic appear simultaneously. In particular, for both the random waypoint and Manhattan mobility, the communication cost is insensitive to the increase in the node velocity. This is in agreement with the results presented in [9].
We plot the result of the publish/look-up success ratio and communication cost in Fig. 12c and 12f. The number of background vehicles is denoted by $\rho$, the proportion to the number of VoIs. For example, if $\rho = 2$, the number of background vehicles is 400. Note that we varied $\rho$ in descending order, since the higher the number of background vehicles, the lower the mobility dynamics. In an urban vehicular mobility scenario, the most salient feature is that nodes frequently form a long tail queue waiting for a green traffic light signal at the main crossroads (see the blue rectangles in Fig. 13b). The spatial distribution of the nodes is much less uniform, and thus, network partitions frequently appear. Due to such the un-connectivity, physical network reachability is highly limited. Fig. 12c shows that the success ratios of every mobile DHTs are significantly degraded because of frequent network partitions. Therefore, the actual maxima of success ratio are at around 60% (reactive flooding in Fig. 12c). An encouraging result is that MX-DHT still nearly follows the actual maximum, for instance, 80.73% of the actual maximum at $\rho = 2$. GHT and VCP suffer a serious degradation of the reliability. It is obvious that geographic or topology awareness look-up approaches are vulnerable to network partitions. An interesting result is that the success ratio of VRR is less decreased as than that of other schemes. This is because VRR naturally provides a reactive LAI replication for network partition as explained in section 3.3.4 of [21]. When the network is partitioned, each node attempts to expand its LAIs so that separate virtual rings are formed for each connected component. In fact, if this LAI replication is effective, the reliability of VRR should approach close to 100%. Yet, its reliability is not better than that of reactive flooding that does not provide replication. The reason is that VRR always suffers from frequent intermittent disconnections of the virtual ring if mobility and membership dynamics appear together. This vulnerability to mobility/membership dynamics reduces the efficacy of the LAI replication.

Fig. 12f shows the results for the total communication cost. MX-DHT has the best performance, as expected. For example, at $\rho = 2$, the communication cost of reactive flooding, VCP, VRR, proactive flooding, and GHT are 120%, 176%, 243%, 305%, and 428%, respectively, of that of MX-DHT. The cost of flooding somewhat decreases because broadcast packets are not disseminated well due to the partitions. Meanwhile, the communication cost of GHT is increased. This is why the number of in-cluster floodings increases because of the many signal-waiting nodes at main crossroads (see Fig. 13b). For VRR and VCP, the communication cost is less sensitive to network partitions, since each node manages a constant number of paths to its neighbor on the virtual topology.

6.7 Discussion

Using the simulations, we evaluated the effect of the publish/look-up rate, join/leave rate, and node mobility on the performance of MX-DHT and other mobile DHT schemes. Under realistic environments where the node mobility and membership dynamic appear simultaneously, MX-DHT achieves excellent communication efficiency while retaining good reliability. This is because every membership change operation is conducted within a motion-mix zone, i.e., a one-hop communication range, and hence, the management cost is significantly reduced. In particular, it is encouraging that the piece-meal-wise publish/look-up is effective under frequent membership changes. However, if a node suddenly turns off or a link fails in the middle of a join/leave operation, some LAIs may be lost in the network. In addition, as described in Section 6.6, network partitions cause intermittent loss of LAIs. To improve its practicality, in our opinion MX-DHT should be used in combination with LAI loss recovery schemes.

Proactive loss recovery: A considerable amount of work has been reported on data replication schemes for providing a reliable mobile content disseminations service [47], [48], [49]. We can integrate the MX-DHT to prepare for the unexpected loss of LAIs.

Lazy loss recovery: In MX-DHT, if a node fails because of a turn off or network partition, the motion of the node is halted at the failure point. Assume there is a publish/look-up for an LAI of the lost node. When the request packet arrives at around the failure point, it cannot find a more recent encounter of the targeted LAI. In this case, we can choose a new carrier of the requested LAI from among the one-hop neighbor nodes. By simply re-assigning the lost LAI to a one-hop neighbor node, the approximate motion continuity of the recovered LAI is preserved.

For both the proactive and lazy approach, there is no doubt that the reliability improves up to nearly 100%. The adoption of proactive recovery will result in good recovery latency. Instead, we have to consider a substantial amount of communication overheads. On the other hand, if we use lazy recovery, the communication cost will be relatively low. However, the lost LAI will not be recovered until a publish or look-up is requested for the LAI. We leave a comparative study of the above loss recovery approaches as a future work.

7 Conclusion

This paper proposes Motion-Mix DHT, an LER-based mobile DHT protocol for wireless mobile environments where a high level of membership and mobility dynamics are considered. In the original LER, the network stores the motions of every node as distributed encounter milestones in a cooperative manner. Simply by extending the last encounter
table, in MX-DHT, the network stores the motions of not only the nodes but also the LAIs for which the nodes are responsible. From the perspective of an individual node, the network provides a shared virtual geographic map, which provides the approximate motion trails of every node and the LAIs for which it is responsible. By exploiting mobility assisted milestone sharing, each node receives the location, routing, and data sharing services from the virtual map by using inexpensive local flooded queries. In addition, as described in Section 4.2 and 4.3, due to the motion-mix property, all join and leave operations require only one-hop message exchanges. By virtue of such simplicity, MX-DHT achieves excellent communication and energy efficiency as compared to existing mobile DHT protocols that require considerable communication cost to maintain logical ring or tree structures. To the best of our knowledge, MX-DHT is the first motion tracking-based mobile DHT paradigm that is especially targeting highly dynamic membership and high-speed mobility environments. The simulation results indicate that we successfully transferred the bandwidth and energy efficiency of LER from the domain of ordinary end-to-end communications to that of content centric communications.
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